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Joint Albedo Estimation and Pose Tracking
from Video
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Abstract—The albedo of a Lambertian object is a surface property that contributes to an object’s appearance under changing
illumination. As a signature independent of illumination, the albedo is useful for object recognition. Single image-based albedo
estimation algorithms suffer due to shadows and non-Lambertian effects of the image. In this paper, we propose a sequential algorithm
to estimate the albedo from a sequence of images of a known 3D object in varying poses and illumination conditions. We first show
that by knowing/estimating the pose of the object at each frame of a sequence, the object’s albedo can be efficiently estimated
using a Kalman filter. We then extend this for the case of unknown pose by simultaneously tracking the pose as well as updating
the albedo through a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter. More specifically, the albedo is marginalized from the posterior distribution and
estimated analytically using the Kalman filter, while the pose parameters are estimated using importance sampling and by minimizing
the projection error of the face onto its spherical harmonic subspace, which results in an illumination-insensitive pose tracking algorithm.
Illustrations and experiments are provided to validate the effectiveness of the approach using various synthetic and real sequences
followed by applications to unconstrained, video-based face recognition.
Index Terms—Albedo, Pose Tracking, Spherical Harmonics, Sequential Algorithm, Kalman Filter, Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filter,
intrinsic image statistics.
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I NTRODUCTION

Variations in the visual appearance of an object mostly
arise due to changes in illumination and pose [2].
Therefore, understanding the interaction of the objects’
surface with irradiated light (illumination) and subsequent imaging with a camera (pose) is important for
a wide range of computer vision applications. When a
surface exhibits Lambertian reflectance, an illuminationinsensitive property of the surface is the albedo which
is a surface reflectance property that contributes to the
object’s appearance under changing illumination.
Estimating the reflectance properties of human faces
has been of interest for decades [1], [3]–[8]. But the proposed algorithms and the assumptions underlying the
development of algorithms are application dependent.
Although faces are neither exactly Lambertian nor entirely convex, many algorithms make convex Lambertian
assumption for the face. Such assumptions are reasonable for applications where the goal is to find a signature
that is independent of illumination for representing and
recognizing faces across illumination variations [1], [9]–
[11] and not to analyze the reflectance field of the face
or to render a face [12], [13]. In this paper, we also
make the convex Lambertian assumption for faces and
explore a robust and computationally efficient method
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for recovering the albedo of a known 3D facial surface1
from multiple images or a video. While the discussion
of the paper is mainly on estimating the albedo of
human face, the proposed algorithm can be applied to
generic objects under Lambertian reflectance assumption. However, since we do not explicitly model nonrigid
deformations, the objects either should be rigid or only
have small nonrigid deformations.
Much of the progress in facial albedo estimation has
been achieved using a single image of the object under
unknown lighting conditions. However, most of the
existing approaches are based on restrictive assumptions
on objects and illumination conditions, [1], [5], or are
computationally intense due to iterative optimization
procedures used for obtaining the solution, [14]. On the
other hand, the ability to handle multiple images goes
a long way in overcoming the shortcomings of single
image-based algorithms due to its inherent advantage
of having more information (see Fig. 1 for a motivating
example).
Multiple image-based algorithms mostly process the
data in the batch mode [7], [15]–[19]. However, recursive
processing of a set of images is important especially
when a video is being processed. Hence our main focus
is on recursive estimation of the albedo from multiple
frames in a video. Since the presence of multiple images
comes with the possibility of additional variations (e.g.
in the pose), efficient fusion of available information
over the images is important as it leads to a more
accurate and robust estimate of the albedo. The goal
1. An average 3D face model is used.
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Fig. 1.

Benefit of albedo estimation using multiple images. Two views of a face are shown as input images in the left and right columns and
their corresponding albedos are estimated using [1]. The albedo maps shown in the right and left columns are noisy and partly based on the mean
albedo. The middle column shows the improved estimated albedo map using both views of the face.

of this paper is recursive/sequential albedo estimation
for improved pose tracking and recognition of faces
modeled as Lambertian objects.
For a Lambertian object in a known pose and illumination, the observed image is linear in its albedo. This
allows us to formulate the problem of multi-view albedo
estimation as one of Kalman filtering. In particular, the
unknown albedo is defined as the static state vector of
the Kalman filter. However, since the pose of the face is
usually unknown, the albedo estimation step is coupled
with that of pose tracking to realize a joint albedo and
pose estimation algorithm. We set this problem in a
Bayesian inference framework and efficiently solve it
using a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter. This allows us
to perform efficient analytical inference using a Kalman
filter over the albedo state-space and computationally
intensive inference using particle filters over a smaller
state-space encompassing just the pose parameters.
The joint tracking and albedo estimation approach
allows us to build illumination-insensitivity into a tracking algorithm. This is achieved by defining the particle
weights using the projection error onto the spherical harmonic subspace of the current observation. We demonstrate the computational and numerical advantages as
well as the limitations of our algorithm using several
experiments.
It is worth pointing out that the problem studied
in this paper has close connections to the photometric stereo problem. Specifically, photometric stereo [20]
refers to surface reconstruction of a static scene from
multiple images taken under varying illumination. Under appropriate reflectance model (Lambertian [3], specular [21]), the image intensities at each pixel can be
expressed in terms of unknown surface parameters (typically, the surface normal) and illumination. This static
scene assumption obviates the need for accurate registration, and in many cases, surface estimates can be individually obtained at each pixel. As a result, photometric
stereo and its variants (which includes structured lighting) are among the most precise methods for accurate
shape recovery. In this paper, we consider the scenario
of a non-static scene under changing illumination. While
this puts us beyond the traditional setup of photometric
stereo, some of the core concepts in photometric stereo
are highly relevant to our problem formulation and
solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We
discuss related work in Section 2. The problem of albedo
estimation is addressed in Section 3. Subsequently, a
Rao-Blackwellized particle filter is proposed in Section 4
for joint pose tracking and albedo estimation. Experimental results are presented in Section 5.
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R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we discuss some previous efforts undertaken for recovering the albedo of an object from an
intensity image or a sequence of images/video of an
object in different poses and illuminations. Since pose
estimation is required for video-based albedo recovery,
we also discuss some related work on illuminationinsensitive pose tracking.
2.1

Albedo estimation

Estimating the facial albedo and the surface shape, as
intrinsic factors pertinent to establishing facial identity,
has been the focus of computer vision researchers for
a long time. While significant efforts have been made
to reduce the impact of extrinsic factors such as illumination and pose, the underlying problems still persist
and are difficult to solve. We categorize the proposed
approaches into single image-based and multiple imagebased approaches.
Single image-based approaches: Estimating the
albedo, illumination direction and surface normals given
a single intensity image is inherently ill-posed. Two approaches, namely shape-from-shading (SFS) approaches
and model-based approaches, have been employed to
make the problem more tractable.
Shape-from-shading approaches for object shape and
albedo estimation make simplifying assumptions such
as constant or piecewise constant albedo and known
illumination direction [3], [4]. These assumptions are
not valid for many real objects and limit the practical
applicability of these algorithms. Other SFS algorithms
reduce the intractability of general albedo maps and
surface normal estimation by using appropriate domain
specific constraints, such as symmetry [22], or employing
a statistical model for the shape [23]–[25]. In most of
these approaches the main goal is shape estimation and
albedo is incorporated to completely specify the image
formation process.
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The Retinex algorithm [26], [27] is one of the first
approaches to estimating the lightness of surfaces. This
algorithm uses a simplified model of intrinsic image
statistics and makes the assumption that image derivatives with a large magnitude are caused by changes
in the albedo of the surface, while derivatives with a
small magnitude are caused by changes in illumination.
Under this model, a shading image can be constructed
by calculating the derivatives of the observed image,
eliminating derivatives with a large magnitude, then
reconstructing the image. However, this simple characterization of shading does not hold for many surfaces
and this is the main disadvantage of this algorithm as
noted in [28].
Model-based approaches, on the other hand, use the
statistical knowledge of the 3D object model which
regularizes this problem significantly [5], [29]. Blanz
et al. [29] recovered the shape and albedo parameters
of a 3D morphable model (3DMM) in an analysis-bysynthesis fashion. In order to handle more general lighting conditions, Zhang et al. [5] integrated the spherical
harmonic illumination representation [2], [9] into the
3DMM approach, by modeling the texture component of
the face using spherical harmonic bases. They proposed
a feature point-based shape recovery algorithm followed
by iterative estimation of albedo and illumination coefficients. However, their method can not handle the harsh
lighting conditions due to the limited information that
can be extracted from a single image.
To address this problem, Wang et al. [14], [30] proposed
an optimization algorithm for albedo estimation which is
robust to harsh illumination conditions and partial occlusion. By decoupling texture, geometry and illumination
and modeling them separately they handle challenging
conditions such as cast shadows and saturated regions.
Their algorithm works by optimizing the energy function
of a Markov Random field over albedo, shape and light
resulting in a computationally expensive algorithm that
may converge to a local optimum solution.
Biswas et al. [1], [31] proposed a stochastic filtering
framework for albedo estimation for a frontal face as
well as a face with unknown pose. They explicitly accounted for the error in the estimate of surface normals,
illumination coefficients and pose to improve the albedo
estimate. In their framework, the albedo estimate for
pixels corrupted with a large noise is mainly based
on the prior albedo and as a consequence it leads to
unreliable estimation in noisy situations. Figure 1 shows
the albedo estimated using their algorithm on two poorly
illuminated faces of a subject. Each face by itself gives a
poor estimate of the albedo, which is partly based on
the mean albedo. However, estimating the albedo by
fusing the information from both images leads to a much
more accurate albedo map. This motivates the problem
of multi-image or video-based albedo estimation.
Multiple image-based approaches: When an object
rotates in front of a camera under distant and varying illumination, the appearance of the object changes

both geometrically and photometrically. These changes
provide clues to both shape and albedo of the object.
Most of the approaches in this category combine multiview stereo with photometric stereo to find the correspondences across views and subsequently estimate the
shape and albedo of the object [7], [15]–[19]. But these
algorithms are all performing batch processing and they
are computationally demanding [7].
Zhou et al. [6] proposed a factorization-based approach
to fully recover the albedo and surface normal by imposing a rank, integrability and face symmetry constraints.
But the important limitation of this algorithm as well as
other multi-image based approaches is that they process
all the images in a batch mode. However, it is necessary
to develop algorithms that can work in the sequential
mode and fuse the estimated parameters in previous
frames with the newly available data while accounting
for the various sources of error.
Non-Lambertian face modeling: As we mentioned
earlier, the Lambertian assumption for faces is valid
depending on the application. Recognizing faces across
illumination variations using the albedo of the face
as a signature independent of illumination has shown
promising results [1], [31]. On the other hand, there are
other approaches that propose non-Lambertian models
for analyzing the apparent bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) of the face [12], [32]. While
these non-Lambertian models are appropriate for computing photo-realistic facial animations as well as face
relighting, they only bring slight improvements for face
recognition as compared to the results obtained by making the Lambertian assumption [12].
2.2

Illumination-insensitive Pose Tracking

An important challenge in video-based albedo estimation is to find the pose of the face at each frame. Since
albedo estimation is often coupled with a 3D shape
model, a pose tracking algorithm is required to obtain
the 3D configuration of the face at each frame. Several
methods have been proposed for 3D face tracking, [8],
[33]–[36], however, they are often sensitive to illumination variations.
Cascia et al. [35] formulated the tracking problem as an
image registration problem in the cylinder’s texture map
image. To account for lighting variations, they modeled
the residual error of registration as a linear combination
of texture warping templates and orthogonal illumination templates. Marks et al. [36] proposed a generative
model and stochastic filtering algorithm for 3D nonrigid
object tracking with the aim of addressing the inefficiencies of template matching and optical flow-based
algorithms. They combined the advantages of template
matching and flow-based algorithms and performed the
joint inference of 3D position, orientation and nonrigid
deformations.
Xu and Roy-Chowdhury [8] proposed a bilinear space
of motion and illumination in which they estimated the
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pose and illumination parameters by iterative optimization. They assumed that the illumination in the first
frame is uniform and hence the intensity can be used
as an estimate of the albedo. This assumption narrows
down the domain of videos on which the algorithm can
successfully perform tracking. Although explicit illumination modeling makes the tracking algorithm reasonably robust to illumination variations, their algorithm
does not adequately model the albedo while tracking the
face. The readers are referred to [37] for more detailed
discussions on pose tracking.
Contributions: In this paper we address joint videobased albedo estimation and illumination-insensitive
pose tracking. Our contributions are as follows:
•

•

•
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When the pose of the object is known, we propose
an efficient video-based sequential albedo estimation using the Kalman filter.
When the pose of the object is unknown, we show
that pose and albedo estimation of an object from a
video sequence can be performed using a computationally efficient Rao-Blackwellized particle filter.
And finally, we propose an approach that eliminates
the need for recalculating the spherical harmonic
bases at each pose by exploiting the physical properties inherent to Lambertian objects.

V IDEO - BASED A LBEDO E STIMATION

The key idea behind the sequential albedo estimation
framework proposed in this paper revolves around the
linear relationship between the image observation and
albedo. Under the Lambertian assumption for the face,
the intensity reflected by a point pi on the face, with the
surface normal ni and the albedo ρi , due to the lighting
function l coming from direction ul is modeled as:
∫
I(pi ) = Ii = ρi l(ul ) max(ni .ul , 0)dul
(1)
Lambert’s cosine law is non-linear due to max(n.ul , 0)
which accounts for the formation of attached shadows.
However, in a seminal work, Basri and Jacobs [9] showed
that images of a face (specifically, any convex Lambertian
object) under varying illumination are closely approximated by a 9-dimensional (linear) subspace using a
spherical harmonic decomposition. Let ynm be the spherical harmonic basis of order n and degree m. Note that
spherical harmonic bases are functionals on a sphere, i.e,
ynm : S2 7→ R. For the rest of the paper, we parametrize
S2 using unit norm vectors in R3 . Any arbitrary lighting
function l over a scene can be described as a function in
S2 if the light sources are at infinity (or in practice, sufficiently far away). In such a case, the lighting function l
can be described using the spherical harmonic bases as,
l(ul ) =

∞ ∑
n
∑
n=0 m=−n

lnm ynm (ul )

(2)

Basri and Jacobs also showed that the Lambertian
kernel, max(n.ul , 0), acts as a smoothing filter on the
light source, and the image of the object produced in
that lighting condition depends heavily on the lower
order spherical harmonic basis elements. Therefore the
generated image can be well approximated using just the
first 9 basis elements as,
Ii

≈ ρi
= ρi

2
n
∑
∑
n=0 m=−n
2
n
∑
∑

lnm αn ynm (ni )

(3)

lnm Ynm (ni )

n=0 m=−n

where {αn } are the coefficients of the spherical harmonic
expansion of the Lambertian kernel. For a given object
of d pixels described using a set of albedos {ρi } and
normal vectors {ni }, we can now construct the so called
spherical harmonic basis images (SHBI) {Ynm ∈ Rd |n =
0, 1, 2; m = −n, . . . , n} such that Ynm = {Ynm (ni )} =
T
(αn ynm (n1 ), αn ynm (n2 ), . . . , αn ynm (nd )) .
Using (3), the intensity observed at the ith pixel of the
face with a known pose and illumination is written as
Ii = ρi Y T (ni )L + νi ,

(4)
T

where Y (ni ) = (Y00 (ni ), . . . , Y22 (ni )) ∈ R9 encodes
the pose using spherical harmonic basis values at that
T
pixel and L = (l00 , . . . , l22 ) ∈ R9 encodes the lighting
positions. Moreover, the observation noise, ν = N (0, Σv ),
is defined to have a multivariate Gaussian distribution
and it models the surface deviation from the Lambertian
assumption (specularity, cast shadow, and saturated pixels). Then, the intensity vector for the whole face can be
expressed as,
I = diag(ρ)YL + ν,
(5)
where ρ = (ρ1 , . . . , ρd )T ∈ Rd and the d × 9 matrix
Y = [Y00 , . . . , Y22 ] encodes the spherical harmonic basis
images. Here, the subject intrinsic matrix B = [diag(ρ)Y]
defines an illumination-insensitive subspace of all images of the face under arbitrary illuminations. Given
an observation I, we can use the projection error onto
this subspace to define an observation model that is
illumination-insensitive as well.
For a video of the face where the pose is known, the
albedo can be optimally updated over time using the
Kalman filter. However before describing the Kalman
filter framework for albedo estimation, we discuss how
we can avoid recalculating the spherical harmonic basis
images at each frame which makes the algorithm computationally efficient.
3.1

Head Orientation vs. Illumination Direction

Representation of the face in (3) relates the 3D structure
of the face, the illumination direction and the face albedo
to the generated image. This representation is suited
for situations where the pose is fixed and only the
illumination varies. However, when the pose changes in
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Fig. 2. (left) Head rotation in front of a fixed illumination source can be replaced by (right) the illumination source rotation in opposite direction
around the fixed face along with visibility modeling. As a consequence of the physical properties inherent to Lambertian objects, these two
configurations result in the same observed intensities on the face.
a video, the basis images {Ynm } differ from frame to
frame as the normal vectors associated with a point of
the face change due to rotation. Therefore, to estimate
albedo, we need to recalculate the basis images at each
frame which is computationally inefficient. Xu and RoyChowdhury [8] addressed this problem by proposing
a bilinear subspace formulation for joint illumination
and motion. They combined the effects of motion, illumination and 3D structure in generating a sequence of
images. But their approach still requires computing the
bilinear bases at each frame which is time consuming.
Here, we resolve this problem by exploiting a property
of Lambert’s law.
For Lambertian objects, the apparent intensity of a surface patch to an observer depends on the angle between
its surface normal, ni , and the incident illumination direction, ul , and is independent of each of these directions
separately. Rotation of the face changes the direction of
ni , which leads to change of angle between ni and ul
and change of intensity at pi as a result. But the same
change in ⟨ni .ul ⟩ is obtained if we keep ni fixed and
rotate the illumination source by the same magnitude
and about the same axis, but in the opposite direction.
When the face is rotated by R, while the illumination
is fixed, the intensity of the point pi changes as
∑∑
IR (pi ) = ρi
lnm Ynm (R(ni ))
(6)
n

m

where {Ynm (R(ni ))} are the basis values in the new
pose. Recalculating the basis images for each new pose is
computationally expensive. On the other hand, rotation
of spherical harmonics using the transformation matrix
D(R) has been studied in [2], [38], [39]. The supplementary document provides more details on the transformation matrix and a method to calculate it. Using this idea
and (6), the intensity of the point pi can be written as
∑
∑∑
n
lnm
Dmm
(7)
IR (pi ) = ρi
′ (R)Ynm′ (ni )
n

=

m

m′

ρi LT (D(R)Y (ni )) = ρi Y (ni )T (DT (R)L)

where D is the 9 × 9 spherical harmonics transformation matrix [38]. This expresses the new intensity at
pi in terms of original harmonic basis values, Y (ni )
and the transformed illumination coefficients. As this
equation suggests, the illumination coefficients should

be transformed by DT , which is the inverse of matrix
D, to compensate for the head rotation. It should be
noted that transforming the 9-dimensional illumination
coefficients is more robust than rotating the whole 9 × d
harmonic basis matrix. Moreover, this is justified by the
Lambertian property, as discussed before.
We can now use the same basis images, {Ynm }, for
representing the face throughout the image sequence and
only compute the new illumination coefficients for each
new pose/frame. In this way we avoid recalculating the
SHBI at each frame which makes the computation much
faster and efficient. However, it should be noted that
since rotation of the face makes some pixels disappear, a
visibility test needs to be applied in order to remove the
non-visible pixels from the current view. Since we have a
3D model for the face, visibility issues are solved easily.
Figure (2) illustrates the idea proposed in this section.
3.2

Shape estimation

We calculate the 3D morphable shape model [40] by
convex combinations of the shapes of m training examples in the Vetter dataset [41] followed by principal
component analysis (PCA) as s = s̄ + Sa. The columns
of S are the most significant eigenvectors si rescaled by
their standard deviation and the coefficient a constitutes
a pose-insensitive low-dimensional coding of a face. We
can either use the mean shape, s̄, throughout the process
or compute a more accurate estimate of the 3D shape
using the approach presented in [5].
Registering the 3D shape model to the face in the first
frame can be performed using the method proposed by
Zhang et. al [5]. For a set of pre-selected feature points
on the morphable model, we find the corresponding
landmarks, simg , on the first frame of the test video2 .
We set the initial coefficient a0 to zero and register the
average shape, s̄, to the first frame using the algorithm
proposed by [42]. This gives us the initial rotation,
translation and scale parameters. We define the shape
error at feature points as the difference between simg
and the new shape information of feature points in the
model that was rendered by the recovered projection
2. We picked fifteen landmarks manually on the face in the first
frame, but it can also be performed automatically using face and facial
component detection method
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parameters. Then the vector of shape parameters, a, can
be updated using the method proposed in [5]. We iterate
through the shape parameter updating procedure until
the amount of update falls below a threshold. Then the
final shape parameters are used to get the face 3D shape
model. This estimated shape model is used throughout
the frames. Figure 3 shows a sample of the face with
landmarks on it along with the registered shape with
the face texture warped to it.
3.3 Albedo Estimation using the Kalman Filter
As mentioned earlier, there are many single imagebased algorithms for robust albedo estimation. However,
to obtain an accurate estimate of the albedo from a
sequence of images (sequential mode), estimates from
individual images must be fused. We use the Kalman
filter to fuse the information over time. Though the
Kalman filter was originally designed to estimate the
state of a time-varying system, it can be used on static
processes as well. There are many instances where the
Kalman filter has been used in this fashion [43], [44].
In fact, the classic textbook by Maybeck [45] introduces
the Kalman filter using a static example. It should be
noted that when we apply the Kalman filter to a static
process like the albedo map, the state transition model
is given as ρt = ρt−1 and it is noiseless. We use the
Kalman filter to sequentially update the albedo as more
information becomes available over time. In such cases,
as more observations are introduced, the albedo estimate
converges to the true value.
The problem of video-based albedo estimation in a
sequential mode can be formulated as follows. Given
the estimate of albedo at frame/time t − 1 characterized
by its mean and covariance matrix, {µρ,t−1 , Σρ,t−1 }, we
want to update the posterior probability of the albedo
P (ρ|Z t , Θ) as a new frame Zt becomes available. Here,
Zt is the frame at time t, and Z t = {Z1 , ..., Zt }. The
parameter Θ = {θ1 , . . . , θt }, where θt denotes the surface
pose at time t and, for now, is assumed to be known.
Knowing this pose parameter, θt , an inverse warp of
the 3D model of the face onto the image Zt gives us
a registered observation at time t as a d-dimensional
intensity vector, It = It (Zt , θt ). Note that, we use a pointcloud model consisting of d points, each with a known
normal ni and an unknown albedo ρi .
Using Bayes’ theorem, the posterior probability of the
albedo can be sequentially updated as follows
P (ρ|Z t , Θ) ∝ P (Zt |ρ, Z t−1 , Θ)P (ρ|Z t−1 , Θ)

(8)

where the posterior probability at time t − 1,
P (ρ|Z t−1 , Θ), acts as the prior probability at time
t to recursively update P (ρ|Z t , Θ). From (5), the
likelihood function P (Zt |ρ, Z t−1 , Θ) can be written as
P (Zt |ρ, Z t−1 , Θ) = P (It |ρ, Z t−1 , Θ) = N (It |Ht ρ, Σv,t )
where the observation matrix, Ht = diag(ht ), is a d × d
diagonal matrix with entries hti = Y T (ni )Lt defined for

the ith pixel of the face. The illumination vector, Lt , is
approximated at each frame using the albedo estimates
from previous frames. Finally, the posterior estimate for
the albedo at t is given by the following Kalman filter
update equations:
µρ,t

= µρ,t−1 + Kt (It − Ht µρ,t−1 )

Σρ,t

= (I − Kt )Σρ,t−1

(9)
(10)

where I is the identity matrix of size d and the Kalman
gain Kt is defined as Kt = Σρ,t−1 (Σρ,t−1 + Σv,t )−1 .
Here, the prior albedo values (for faces), {µρ,0 , Σρ,0 },
are estimated as the mean and covariance of the available
training data in the Vetter dataset. Moreover, the initial
observation noise covariance matrix, Σv,0 , is learned using the training data when for each face the mean shape
and mean albedo are used. We ignore the correlation
among nearby pixels by defining Σρ , Σv and therefore
the Kalman gain, K, to be diagonal matrices. However, it
should be noted that non-diagonal matrices can be used
without significantly changing the fusion algorithm.
In order to make the albedo estimate robust against
noisy pixels which are due to deviations from the Lambertian assumption, we update the observation noise
covariance matrix, Σv,t , at each frame by assigning a very
large value to those entries (corresponding to the pixels)
whose observed intensities are above an upper threshold
or below a lower threshold as well as to non-visible
pixels. In this way we avoid the saturated pixels, pixels
in cast shadows, pixels with specularity and occluded
regions to affect the estimated value of the albedo.
As more knowledge about the albedo becomes available through new observations, the uncertainty in the
static parameter ρ is updated. Equation (10) shows that
the error covariance of the estimated ρ decreases over
time (Kt ’s components are ≤ 1) and since the Kalman
filter at each frame gives an unbiased MMSE estimate
of ρ, a decrease in the error covariance indicates improvement in the estimated parameter over the time. In
the ideal case where each pixel’s intensity satisfies the
Lambertian property in some frames over the sequence
(i.e. not counting saturation or shadows), Kt and Σρ,t
converge to zero and the final albedo estimate, µρ ,
remains unchanged.
Figure 4 shows the result of applying the Kalman filter
for sequential albedo estimation on a synthetic sequence.
In this sequence, the head pose is fixed so as to focus
on the performance of the Kalman filter for updating
the state of a static parameter. It should be noted that
while for a multiple image problem in which the pose
is fixed (and so the correspondences are known) batch
processing algorithms such as photometric stereo can be
applied to get an accurate estimate of the object shape
and albedo, our emphasis is on developing a sequential
approach.
Figure 4 shows some frames of a sequence synthesized
using the PIE illumination images [46]. The sequence
starts with a face under harsh illumination conditions
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Fig. 3.

(left to right) Fifteen manually picked landmarks on the face, and the rendered 3D face in different views after registering the 3D model
to the given face.
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Figure 3. Albedo estimates (second row) on a synthetic sequence of imThe first row shows some frames of a synthetic sequence
obtained from the PIE illumination dataset. The estimated albedo maps
using faces up to these frames are shown along with their corresponding
Kalman gains in the second and third row, respectively. Shown below the
third row are the frame numbers. Note how the Kalman gain converges
to zero when all parts of the face gets well lit.

Fig. 4.

translation are described using 3-dimensional vectors
r = {r1 , r2 , r3 } and t = {t1 , t2 , t3 }, respectively. Using a
3D shape model registered to the face in the first frame,
the goal is to obtain a trajectory of the pose parameter
evolution θt = {r, t}t , over the frames as well as an
estimate for albedo. To this end, at each time instant t, the
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
RBPF uses the hybrid particle set {θt , wt , µρ,t , Σρ,t } to
t
approximate the posterior P (θt , ρ|Z ) over the joint state
(i)
(i)
vector St = {θt , ρ}. Here {θt , wt } approximate the
(i)
(i)
posterior of pose parameters, P (θt |Z t ), and {µρ,t , Σρ,t }
form the analytical estimate (in terms of the mean and
covariance of a Gaussian density) of the albedo asso(i)
ciated with each pose particle, θt , obtained using the
Kalman filter described in Section 3.3. The posterior
distribution P (θt , ρ|Z t ) can be written as,
P (θ , ρ|Z t ) ∝ P (Zt |θt , ρ) ×
(11)
∫ t ∫
t−1
P (θt , ρ|θt−1 , µρ,t−1 )P (θt−1 , µρ,t−1 |Z )
θt−1

µρ,t−1

By integrating out the albedo part of the state vector, we
obtain a marginal filter for pose parameter, θt , as follows,
∫
P (θt |Z t ) ∝ P (Zt |θt , ρ) ×
(12)
ρ
∫
∫
P (θt , ρ|θt−1 , µρ,t−1 )P (θt−1 , µρ,t−1 |Z t−1 )

and then the light source rotates in front of the face. The
figure also shows the albedo map estimated for the face
up to each frame along with the corresponding Kalman
gain, Kt , at each frame. The Kalman gain images show
how the algorithm assigns large weights to informative
pixels in the current frame and reduces the weights of
badly illuminated pixels as well as pixels that violate
the Lambertian assumption. As the algorithm proceeds
through the frames, the albedo estimate improves and
finally stabilizes as Kt goes to zero.

Here, the posterior P (θt−1 , µρ,t−1 |Z t−1 ) is approximated
over the previous joint state by a set of particles
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
{θt−1 , wt−1 , µρ,t−1 , Σρ,t−1 } as

4

P (θt−1 , µρ,t−1 |Z t−1 ) = P (θt−1 |Z t−1 )P (µρ,t−1 |θt−1 , Z t−1 )
∑ (i)
(i)
(i)
(13)
∝
wt−1 δ(θt−1 )αt−1 (µρ,t−1 )

P OSE T RACKING AND A LBEDO E STIMATION

When the pose of the face is unknown, analytical inference of the albedo can still be done when the albedo posterior probability is conditioned by the head pose. This
observation motivates the use of the Rao-Blackwellized
particle filter (RBPF). Rao-Blackwellization of a particle
filter involves splitting the state variables into two sets,
such that analytical inference is possible on one set
conditioned on the other [47]. Rao-Blackwellization leads
to more accurate estimates of state parameters with
fewer particles. It has been applied to various problems
such as joint rigid and non-rigid face tracking [36] and
joint face tracking and head pose estimation [47].
We characterize the head pose as a function of rotation
and translation of the head, where the rotation and

θt−1

µρ,t−1

i
(i)
αt−1 (µρ,t−1 )

where
is defined as the density on µρ,t−1
conditioned on the pose of the ith particle and the
measurements Z t−1 :
(i)

(i)

αt−1 (µρ,t−1 ) = P (µρ,t−1 |θt−1 , Z t−1 )

(14)

Substituting (13) into the expression for the marginal
filter (12) we obtain the following Monte-Carlo approximation to the exact marginal Bayes filter,
∑ (i) ∫
P (θt |Z t ) ∝
wt−1 P (Zt |θt , ρ) ×
(15)
∫

ρ

i
(i)

(i)

(i)

P (ρ|θt , θt−1 , µρ,t−1 )P (θt |θt−1 , µρ,t−1 )αt−1 (µρ,t−1 )
µρ,t−1
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1- Initial model registration: Fifteen landmark
points are manually selected on the face in the first
frame using which the initial pose parameters, θ0 ,
are estimated. This step can be automated using
face detection and facial component localization
algorithms.
2- Initial parameter setting: We use the mean
albedo and its variance over training data as the
initial albedo, µρ,0 , and the initial Kalman filter error covariance matrix, Σρ,0 , respectively. The 3DMM
is calculated using the training data in the Vetter
dataset (we mostly use the mean shape as the 3D
model in our experiments). The initial illumination
coefficients are obtained using the mean albedo and
current observation.
3- RBPF iterations over frames: Starting from
the posterior approximation P (θt−1 , ρ|Z t−1 ) estimated by a set of N weighted hybrid particles
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
{θt−1 , wt−1 , µρ,t−1 , Σρ,t−1 }, repeat for j ≤ N :
(i)

1) Sample from the dynamic model P (θt |θt−1 )
(i)
for a chosen θt−1 to obtain a predicted pose
(j)
parameter, θ̂t .
(j)
2) Get the observation vector It through an
inverse warp of the 3D model on the current
(j)
frame using θ̂t as the head pose and then
find the intensity at the model vertices.
(i)
(i)
(j)
(j)
3) Update µρ,t−1 and Σρ,t−1 to µρ,t and Σρ,t
according to the Kalman filter equations (9,10).
(j)
4) Calculate the importance weight wt using
(17).
Fig. 5.

Algorithm Summary.

This approximation has a complicated form which
makes it intractable in general. In theory, it is possible
to directly sample from the approximation, but this is
both computationally and analytically difficult. Hence,
to obtain a practical algorithm we make one additional
assumption that the head motion model for pose θt does
not depend on the albedo value µρ,t−1 at time t − 1,
(i)
(i)
P (θt |θt−1 , µρ,t−1 ) = P (θt |θt−1 ). So we can now move the
motion model out of the integral in (15), yielding
∫
∑ (i)
(i)
P (θt |Z t ) ∝
wt−1 P (θt |θt−1 ) P (Zt |θt , ρ) ×
∫

ρ

i
(i)

(i)

P (ρ|θt , θt−1 , µρ,t−1 )αt−1 (µρ,t−1 )

(16)

µρ,t−1

Now we can perform importance sampling
in the usual way, using the predictive density
∑ (i)
(i)
i wt−1 P (θt |θt−1 ) as the proposal density. We define the
observation model of the particle filter as the projection
(i)
(i)
error of the observed intensity vector It = It (Zt , θt )
onto the subspace of spherical harmonic images.
This makes the tracking component of the particle

filter illumination-insensitive. Toward this end, the
(i)
importance weights, {wt }, are estimated as follows.
(i)
For each pose particle θt , first the spherical harmonic
basis images (including albedo) are calculated as
(i)
(i)
(i)
Bt = diag(µρ,t )Y, where µρ,t is the analytical estimate
of albedo obtained using (9). Here, Y is the d × 9
matrix which, based on the discussion in Section 3.1,
(i)
is fixed regardless of the head pose parameter θt .
By leveraging the Gaussian assumption in (5), the
importance weights are defined as
1 (i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i) (i)
(i)
wt ∝ exp(− ∥It −Bt Lt ∥2Σv ),where Lt = (Bt )† It
2
(17)
(i) (i)
Here, Bt Lt is the projection of the observation vector
(i)
(i)
(i)
It onto the basis Bt , and (Bt )† is the pseudo-inverse.
Figure 5 has a summary of the proposed algorithm.

5

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this section, we present experimental results on joint
face tracking and albedo estimation. We report the results on some synthetic sequences generated using 3D
Vetter dataset [41] and images in the PIE-illumination
dataset [46]. The PIE-illumination dataset has several
images of a subject taken under different illumination
conditions. These images can be used to generate a synthetic video of the fixed head under desired illumination
variations. We also show results on real sequences from
the BU dataset [35]. This dataset has various sequences
per subject in which significant illumination changes and
2D (in-plane) and 3D (out-of-plane) head rotations exist.
The resolution of frames is 320 × 240 (non-interleaved)
and the videos are collected at 30 fps.
To have examples with more extreme lighting conditions, we also collected some sequences of rotating
heads in front of a fixed lighting source to evaluate
the performance and limitations of our algorithm in
situations where the Lambertian assumption for the face
is largely violated. It should be noted that the ground
truth albedo maps are available for the PIE and Vetter
datasets. But for the BU dataset, there are sequences
taken under uniform illumination which can be used to
obtain the ground truth albedos with scale ambiguity
for each subject. We should also mention that we did
not perform shape correction in these experiments and
just used the mean shape for the faces. We also evaluate
the effect of using the mean shape instead of the true
shape in the estimated albedo error.
5.1

Albedo Estimation

In this section, the goal is to evaluate the performance
of our video-based albedo estimation algorithm using
various synthetic and real sequences.
Synthetic sequences: We compare our results with the
results of Biswas et al. [1] and Zhang et al. [5] using
68 synthetic PIE sequences with fixed frontal faces and
rotating illumination source around them. To ensure
a fair comparison, we apply their algorithms at each
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The plot in the left column shows the MSE of estimated albedo for synthetic PIE sequences averaged over 68 subjects. We compared
our results at each frame with those obtained from the temporal fusion of Biswas’ [1] and Zhang’s [5] estimates up to each frame. The right column
shows the estimated albedos for a chosen subject obtained from (from top to bottom) our approach, [1], and [5]. The faces in the left column are the
estimates obtained in the first frame and the right column shows the final albedo estimates. Both visualizations indicate the superior performance
of the proposed approach.
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Fig. 7.

The effect of using the mean shape instead of the true 3D shape on the estimated albedo error with respect to the ground truth. The
estimates are obtained for the synthesized Vetter sequences (with 20 frames, fixed face and rotating illumination source around the face). The mean
estimated albedo errors are also shown using color coded images top: when the mean shape is used for albedo estimation, and bottom: when the
true subject specific shapes are used for albedo estimation. The figure is best viewed in color.

frame separately and then fuse the estimated albedos
by temporal averaging over the frames (computing the
mean of the estimated albedo maps up to each frame).
In other words, at each frame we obtain the albedo map
by averaging over the estimated albedos form all the
previous frames up to (including) current frame. Figure 6
illustrates the error curves for the three methods. As can
be seen, the proposed algorithm achieves the best final
albedo estimates compared to other approaches. This
result shows the impact of using the Kalman filter to
fuse the information over the frames. [5] gives estimates
with large error in the initial frames due to the harsh
illumination condition in corresponding images. On the
other hand, the algorithm proposed in [1] obtains better
initial albedo because of incorporating the error statistics
in the calculations, but the estimate is not improved
through fusion.
While estimating the 3D shape of the subjects will
increase the accuracy of the results, it is time consuming.
On the other hand, in many cases using the mean shape

of the face can produce results with an acceptable level
of accuracy. To show the effect of using the mean shape
instead of the true shape for each face, we use 3D faces in
the Vetter dataset to synthesize sequences with the head
fixed at a position and rotating illumination, consisting
of 20 frames. The albedos are estimated using both the
mean shape and the true subject specific shapes of the
faces. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of using the mean
shape instead of the true shapes on the mean squared
error of the estimated albedos with respect to the ground
truth for 100 synthetic sequences. The figure also shows
the spatial distribution of the mean albedo errors for the
two situations. As it can be seen, the albedo errors are
comparable for the two cases even for the regions around
eyes and nose. Moreover, in both cases the error in the
final albedo is considerably smaller than the initial error.
Therefore, although using the mean shape leads to the
larger final error, the fact that there is no need to know
or estimate the true 3D shape of the face compensates
for that.
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Fig. 9.

Albedo maps estimated for three sequences in the BU dataset. The rows show some of the frames in each sequence followed by the
estimated albedo using the proposed algorithm up to that frame. The last column shows the averaging of the estimated albedos obtained using [1]
at each frame.

Fig. 8.

The MSE of the albedo estimate versus frames for a sequence
in the BU dataset along with the appearance of the face at some frames.
Rotation of the face brings more information for albedo estimation and
therefore reduces the estimate error.

Real sequences: Albedo estimation in real video sequences with changing pose is more challenging due to
tracking errors as well as violations from the Lambertian
assumption.3 Figure 8 illustrates the decrease in the error
of the estimated albedo map over the frames for a sequence from the BU dataset with varying head pose and
illumination. The figure also shows the appearance of the
face at those places where the error decreases drastically.
As it can be seen, such sudden reductions in the albedo
error happens when some previously shadowed parts
of the face become illuminated, which means they bring
new information for albedo estimation. It should also be
noted that slight increases in errors are mainly due to
tracking errors and errors created as a consequence in
the albedo estimation process.
Figure 9 shows the albedo maps obtained for some
3. This source of error exists in the PIE sequences as well

11
1

(or any other example of violation from Lambertian
assumption) occurs in a limited number of frames and
the surface parts that have such errors in some frames
show their Lambertian properties in some other frames,
our algorithm will be able to ignore the occurrences of
such errors and get a good albedo estimate out of good
frames in the sequence.
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The MSE in the final estimate of albedo with respect to the
ground truth averaged over 80 sequences in BU dataset along with the
standard deviation of the error at each frame.

of the subjects in the BU dataset. The rows show some
frames of the selected sequences (including the very
first and last frames), along with the estimated albedo
maps using the proposed algorithm up to each frame.
The selected sequences in this figure usually start with
the face in a harsh illumination condition and then the
motion of the face in subsequent frames brings more
information regarding the reflectance properties of those
shadow pixels and hence improves the albedo estimate
obtained from the first frames. The last column result
of the albedo rows shows the temporal averaging of the
estimated albedo maps [1] over the frames. These results
are blurry due to incorporating information from all the
frames with equal weights.
The amount of reduction in the albedo error over the
frames for various sequences depends on the illumination conditions throughout the frames as well as tracking
accuracy. For some sequences the shape of the face is
far from the average shape and also for some cases the
illumination condition is not improving enough over the
frames, so the final albedo estimate still has considerable
error with respect to the ground truth, although it is
less than the initial error. Figure 10 shows the average
behavior of the albedo error with respect to the ground
truth over 80 BU sequences along with the standard
deviation of error at each frame.
Finally, to evaluate our algorithm for some extreme
situations, we applied the algorithm on some sequences,
collected indoors, where the face rotates in front of a
fixed illumination source. Figure 11 shows some frames
along with their estimated albedos for the two sequences
one with a good lighting condition and the other one in
a harsh illumination condition with saturated pixels and
cast shadows. As can be seen, the albedo estimated using
the second sequence is noisy which is mainly due to the
saturated pixels. This example illustrates a limitation of
our algorithm which occurs when a part of the object is
not Lambertian. Since our algorithm excludes such pixels
from the updating framework, their albedo estimates
will not improve over the frames. But if specularity

Illumination-Insensitive Tracking

Illumination-insensitive head pose tracking is an important part of the proposed algorithm. While pose estimation is necessary for our sequential albedo estimation
algorithm, updating the albedo map at each frame also
helps to have accurate pose tracking. We evaluate the
performance of the tracking algorithm using sequences
with both uniform and varying illumination in the BU
dataset for which the ground truth pose information is
available. The dataset with uniform illumination has 45
sequences for 5 subjects (9 sequences per subject) and
the dataset with varying illumination has 27 sequence
for 3 subjects, each sequence has 198 frames in which
the face goes through several in-plane and out-of-plane
rotations as well as translations.
Figure 12 shows some frames of two sequences with
the tracked landmarks on the face. These examples show
the ability of the tracker to maintain tracks in spite of
illumination changes and large out-of-plane rotations.
Figure 12 also presents a comparison between the rotation angles estimated for the left sequence, in the top
row, and its ground truth. It can be seen that the tracker
accurately estimates the pose of the face in almost all
frames.
To have a quantitative evaluation of the precision
of our tracking algorithm and evaluate its robustness
against illumination variation, we use the metric introduced in [35] which is based on the Mahalanobis
distance between the estimated and measured positions
and orientations. Two normalized errors, position error
and orientation error, are defined at each frame of the
sequence. The precision of the tracker is then defined for
each sequence as the root mean square error computed
over the sequence up to the point where the track
was lost. For this purpose we defined the track as lost
when the position error at that frame exceeded a fixed
threshold.
Table 1 shows the evaluation results for both subsets
of the BU dataset with the uniform and varying illuminations. The percentage of tracked frames for both cases
is 89.2 ± 4.003 and the averaged tracking time per frame
is 2.05 ± 0.34 seconds (using Matlab software and on a
4GHz processor) where most of this time is spent for
retrieving the observed intensities at the vertices of a 3D
face model4 . The timing of the joint pose and albedo
estimation algorithm is the same as timing for tracking,
4. We can improve the tracking rate using a parallelized particle filter
[48] as well as using a more powerful processor and by programming
on C++.
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Figure 9. Tracking results and albedo estimated for two sequences in (left) good illumination and (right) harsh illumination conditions. Below shown are

Fig. 11.

Tracking results and albedo estimates for two sequences in left: good illumination and right: harsh illumination conditions. Shown below
is the frame number of each image (out of 150 frames).
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Fig. 12. Tracking results for two sequences under illumination changes and in/out-of-plane rotation. The first row shows faces with tracked
landmarks on them, the second row presents a comparison between the estimated rotation angles (roll, yaw, pitch) with the ground truth for the
sequence in the top-left column.
since the albedo estimation is based on just a linear
operation. As the table shows, the proposed algorithm
performs well for both orientation (rotation) and position (translation) estimation. Moreover, the comparable
results on both datasets indicate that our algorithm is to
a reasonable degree insensitive to illumination changes.
However as it is expected, tracking on a dataset with
varying illumination is more challenging.
Rotation
Translation

Uniform Illumination
0.822 ± 0.44
0.83 ± 0.42

Varying Illumination
1.01 ± 0.15
0.95 ± 0.095

TABLE 1
Averaged tracking error in terms of both position (translation) and
orientation (rotation) for two subsets of BU dataset one with uniform
illumination and other one with varying illumination.

To show the importance of the albedo update step
for pose tracking, we perform the pose tracking experiment using the particle filter framework, as discussed

in Section 4 but without the albedo update using the
Kalman filter step. So the albedo is estimated using the
first frame of the sequence (we assume that the face has
an almost frontal pose in the first frame of the sequence
and it is partially shadowed) and the estimated spherical
harmonic basis images Bt are therefore fixed throughout
the pose tracking step. We compare the results from this
algorithm with those of our algorithm (using RBPF) on
two sequences. As Fig. 13 shows, the first algorithm
looses the track whenever the face goes through an illumination change. This is because the estimated albedo
and therefore the estimated spherical harmonic basis are
not accurate and changing the appearance of the face
due to illumination changes causes the face to not lie on
the same spherical harmonic subspace. This emphasizes
the importance of updating the albedo throughout the
sequence so that the available information from multiple
images is used to obtain a more accurate estimate of the
albedo and spherical harmonic basis as a result.
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Fig. 13. Comparing the pose tracking results with and without albedo updating step. First row for each sequence shows the tracking results of
the particle filter without the albedo updating step and the second row has the results of the proposed algorithm. For the second sequence, we also
show the estimated albedo map using the proposed algorithm at each frame. The frame numbers are shown below images.
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Fig. 14. Video-based face recognition rate versus number of frames used for albedo estimation. Left: comparing the recognition rate on the
PIE synthetic sequences using the albedo maps resulting from [1] estimated at each single frame, temporal fusion of [1] estimates up to each
frame, face intensity at each frame and the proposed algorithm; Right: recognition rate on the BU dataset using the albedo maps produced by the
proposed algorithm compared to the recognition rate using the warped intensity at each frame.
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5.3 Video-based Face Recognition

Kalman Filter
Fixed−lag Smoother
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The resulting albedo maps provide signatures of faces
that can be used as inputs to many existing 2D techniques for face recognition. Here our objective is to show
the improvement in face recognition obtained due to
video-based albedo estimation. To this end, we use the
true albedo maps of the subjects as the gallery set and
the probe set includes a number of videos per subject
where the videos usually starts with the face partly in
the shadow. We perform the face recognition experiment
on the synthetic sequences from the PIE dataset as
well as the BU sequences. In both cases we report the
recognition rates averaged over all the sequences versus
the number of frames used for albedo estimation. We
expect the recognition rate to increase as more frames
are used for albedo estimation, since the albedo maps
improve over the frames.
Figure 14 illustrates the face recognition rate averaged
over all the sequences versus frame number. For the
PIE sequences (left column of the figure) we have 68
subjects and a sequence of 21 frames per subject in the
test set. Each sequence starts with the face being partly
in shadow and then the illumination rotates around the
face. We apply the proposed algorithm to each sequence
to obtain the estimated albedo maps up to each frame
using which we perform the face recognition (blue solid
curve). To show the importance of albedo estimation
and proper fusion of information over frames for face
recognition, we compare our results with the results
from three other algorithms. First we obtain the albedo
maps at each frame using Biswas’ single image-based
algorithm [1] and use them to perform face recognition at
each frame (green dash curve). Then we temporally fuse
these estimated albedo maps up to each frame (temporal
averaging) and again perform recognition at each frame
(red solid curve), and finally perform recognition using
the face intensity at each frame (magenta dash-dotted
curve).
As the plots show, recognition performance using the
intensity at each frame as well as the albedo estimated
from a single frame is completely dependent on the
quality of the face at that frame and while it is around
90% for some frames, it decreases to below 10% for
some other frames. The temporal fusion/averaging of
the [1] estimates over the frames stabilizes the results
but still the recognition rate is low due to the blurry
albedo maps obtained through this process. But the
proposed algorithm results in a considerable increase in
the recognition rates over the sequences.
Similar results using the sequences in the BU dataset
are presented in the right column of the figure. We have
six subjects and an average of nine sequences per subject,
each with 80 frames, using which we obtain the albedo
maps up to each frame and perform face recognition.
We compare the results from our algorithm with the
case where we use the warped intensity at each frame
for recognition. However since the pose of the head is
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Fig. 15.

Comparing the face recognition rates obtained using our
approach (Kalman filter) with those of applying the fixed-lag smoother
algorithm (with lag of 4 frames) on the synthetic PIE sequences.

changing throughout the sequence, to get the warped
intensity at each frame we need to estimate the head
pose. We can perform this step separately by tracking
fiducial points using Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker
[49], but since the illumination is changing considerably
throughout the sequences, KLT fails to track the feature
points. Therefore, we use the estimated poses from our
algorithm (RBPF) and then obtain the warped intensity
map at each frame for recognition. The results again
show the superiority of having an accurate albedo map
for face recognition compared to the intensity map at
each frame.
5.4

Kalman Smoother

In the proposed algorithm, the estimate of ρt is made
based on the noisy measurement set Z t = {Z1 , ..., Zt }.
But if a delay in the production of ρt be permitted,
then more measurements become available during the
delay interval and these new measurements can be used
in producing the estimate of ρt . Thus a delay of N
time units during which Zt+1 , ..., Zt+N appear allows
estimation of ρt by
µρ,t|t+N = E[ρt |Z1 , ..., Zt+N ]
Such an estimate is called smooth estimate. Historically, three particular types of smoothing problems have
been studied, each characterized by the particular subset of all possible smoothed estimates sought: Fixedpoint smoothing, fixed-lag smoothing and fixed-interval
smoothing. For our problem, the fixed-lag smoother
[50] is the best since it allows “online” production of
smoothed estimates.
Since more measurements are used in producing
µρ,t|t+N than in producing µρ,t|t , one expects the estimate to be more accurate, and generally, one expects
smoothers to perform better than filters, although inherent in a smoother is a delay and, as it turns out, an
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increase in estimator complexity. Further, the greater the
delay, the greater the increase in complexity [50]. Thus
depending on the delay and complexity that the system
can tolerate, some improvements in the estimates can be
obtained using smoothed estimates.
To investigate the trade-off between the delay and the
improvement we obtain in the estimate of the albedo
map we perform the sequential albedo estimation and
face recognition experiments on the synthetic PIE sequences. We consider a lag of N = 4 frames and
applied a fixed-lag smoother to the PIE sequences at each
frame to estimate µρ,t|t+4 and then use these smoothed
estimates to perform the face recognition experiment
as explained in the section 5.3. Figure 15 shows the
improvements that the smoothed estimates result compared to the causal estimates obtained using the Kalman
filter. Increasing the value of N slightly increases the
improvement.
It should be noted that the head poses are fixed in
the synthetic PIE sequences, since if the head pose is
varied then we need the pose information for the future
frames as well which is not available at the current
frame. Moreover, knowing that the delay at each frame
in the proposed approach is due to the pose estimation
step (the albedo estimation is performed in real-time), we
need our sequential algorithm and the Kalman filter to
jointly estimate the pose and albedo map at each frame.
5.5 Comparison with a Batch Processing Algorithm
We also compared our sequential albedo estimation
algorithm with a batch processing method for albedo
estimation. As we mentioned in the introduction, our
algorithm has connections to the photometric stereo
problem. Hence, we applied a photometric stereo algorithm (as a batch processing method)5 to the synthetic
PIE sequences to estimate the albedo (as well as the
normal vectors to the surface) for each subject. Then we
computed the average MSE of the estimated albedo and
the ground truth albedo over 68 subjects. Note that while
the photometric stereo algorithm optimizes the albedo
globally (along with accounting for surface estimates
etc.), our algorithm incrementally updates the albedo
under a fixed shape model.
Table 2 shows the results for both the algorithms. As
the table shows, using the batch processing method gives
a slightly better error rate compared to our sequential algorithm. This result was expected since a batch processing method uses all the available information (including
the future frames in our case) at once. However as we
emphasized in the paper, our algorithm is applicable
to a video in which frames come at a time and so
the algorithm processes the information once it becomes
available.
When pose variations are presented in the sequences,
both the sequential and batch processing methods need
correspondences across the images. We applied tracking
5. http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/ csverma/CS766 09/Stereo/stereo.html

algorithm to obtain these correspondences for the low
resolution images we used for our experiments. These
correspondences are not very accurate and it would be
interesting to investigate the effects of these inaccurate
correspondences on a batch processing method as a
future work.
TABLE 2
MSE error of the estimated albedos using a photometric
stereo algorithm as well as our proposed sequential
algorithm with respect to the ground truth averaged over
68 synthetic PIE sequences.

Albedo MSE

6 S UMMARY,
W ORK

Photometric Stereo

Our approach

0.166 ± 0.042

0.21 ± 0.08

L IMITATIONS

AND

F UTURE

We proposed a joint tracking and sequential albedo
estimation framework using a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter. The tracking algorithm finds the best pose
at each frame which minimizes the projection error of
the observed appearance onto the spherical harmonic
basis images. At the same time, a Kalman filter updates the albedo map estimated in the previous frame
using current observations and by incorporating useful
information regarding the albedo into the prior albedo
estimate. Simultaneous pose and albedo estimation at
each frame improves the final albedo map. Comparisons
with the true poses and true albedo maps were shown
to highlight the effectiveness of the algorithm. Moreover,
the robustness of the algorithm against errors due to
deviations from the Lambertian assumption has been
evaluated. The albedo estimated using our approach can
be used for video-based face recognition. The proposed
algorithm has limitations and we briefly discuss some of
them here.
Assumptions: The main assumption in this paper is
the Lambertian assumption for the human face. As we
discussed in the introduction, while this assumption is
reasonable for the application in this paper, having a
more accurate model for the face image formation leads
to more precise results and enables improved inferences.
We also make simplifying assumptions regarding independence of pixels in the face image. This assumption
can be removed by adding a prior albedo model and
also having full covariance matrices in the Kalman filter.
Robustness: In this work we achieved some robustness against non-Lambertian effects (e.g. cast shadow,
saturation and specularity) by updating the Kalman
filter observation noise matrix at each frame in an adhoc manner. It might be interesting to actually use a
proper robust distribution instead of Gaussian as the
noise model.
Speed: Sequential estimation of albedo has a lot of
advantages in the context of real-time implementations.
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For one, we need a small buffer to store frames before
they are processed. Further, even when the processing
algorithm is not real-time, we can continue processing
frames using strategies for carefully dropping frames
while maintaining a finite buffer. This is especially relevant in our setting. While the albedo estimation can be
performed in real-time, the pose estimation step which
is based on the particle filter implementation in Matlab
is slow which makes the whole algorithm non-real time.
However it should be noted that our choice of particle
filters — in addition to providing powerful inference capabilities — also allows parallel implementation. There
has been a significant body of work on parallel and
pipelined implementations of particle filters [48], [51].
A basic premise of this body of work is that particle
filters are extremely parallelizable and linear speedup in
the number of computing nodes is very much possible.
A GPU implementation with modern GPUs that have
100-1000s of computing nodes, for example, has the
capability of achieving real-time performance.
The delay in estimating the albedo at each frame can
be used to interpret the problem as a smoothing problem, as we discussed in the paper. But the interpretation
as a fixed-lag smoothing problem is currently applicable
only for the constant pose case. Extension to variable
pose case would be interesting.
Deformation: We do not account for non-rigid deformation in our models. However since at each frame we
only update the albedo for those pixels whose current
intensity is in a reasonable range with respect to their intensity in the previous frame (we assume small changes
between two frames), our algorithm can handle nonrigid deformation up to some degree. This approach can
also be generalized for other types of objects which are
rigid or can only have small non-rigid deformations.
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